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Student Owned Exterior Sofa 
Slip-Cover Program 

 
The HMC Dorms enjoy the benefit of having student owned sofas in the exterior courtyard 
areas of the residence halls.  HMC is supportive of the sofas but, wants to offer students an 
option for slip-covering their sofas should the sofa need a slip-cover.   
 
For example, if the sofa is tattered and really tired looking perhaps a slip-cover will clean it up a 
bit and make it more inviting for use. 
 
If there is a tear in the sofa and using duct tape for the repair isn’t something the dorm wants to 
do then perhaps a slip-cover will be helpful. 
 
Therefore, HMC is willing to purchase a slip-cover for exterior student owned sofas as long as 
the cost of the slip cover does not exceed $70.00 (this does not include shipping and handling as 
we’ll cover that too).  If you find one that you must have for more than $70 you can supplement 
the extra costs if you would like. 
 
To give the residents an opportunity to choose a slip-cover of their liking students can take a 
look at the Surefit slip-cover link provided below. Identify the slip-cover style and color and 
send a request with the following information via facilities@hmc.edu. 
 
Student Name _________________________________________________________ 
 
Student Email Address __________________________________________________ 
 
Dorm Location _________________________________________________________ 
 
Number of seats the sofa has (i.e. two or three seats) __________________________ 
 
Slip-Cover Style _________________________________________________________ 
 
Slip-Cover Color _________________________________________________________ 
 
Surefit Link to Style and Color ______________________________________________ 
 
As soon as the slip-cover arrives you will be notified via email to stop by the F and M office 
to pick up your slip-cover. 
 
If you have any questions regarding the program please contact Theresa Lauer at (909) 621-
8226 or by email at Theresa_Lauer@hmc.edu. 
 

http://www.surefit.net/index.cfm 
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